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Suffolk Education was selected to manage interior renovations at two Brown University residence
halls - Caswell Hall and Slater Hall. Residence hall improvements will include the relocation of
kitchens, changing of floor plans and renovations to the kitchen, lounges and restroom facilities. The
project scope will also include MEP and utility relocations. The renovation project will be completed
on an accelerated schedule. 
The Caswell Hall and Slater Hall renovations will present logistical challenges to the Suffolk
Education project team. The residence halls are located in the bustling center of the Brown
University campus and are adjacent to numerous academic and administrative buildings and
student/pedestrian passage ways, which will complicate construction material deliveries and
storage. Another significant challenge on this project will be the complex MEP and utility relocation
work, which will require careful pre-planning before the project team can begin the renovation
process. 
Suffolk Education has been expanding its portfolio of projects on the Brown University campus -
Suffolk project teams have managed renovations to the Brown Bookstore, Lecture Hall and Barbour
and Hegeman Hall.
, which were similar to the size and scope of the renovations planned for Caswell Hall and Slater
Hall. Suffolk Education has recently managed successful renovation projects for additional
prestigious colleges and universities, including Harvard University and MIT, among others. 

About Suffolk Construction
Celebrating more than 25 years of transforming city skylines, Suffolk Construction Company, Inc., is
one of the leading privately held building contracting firms in the country, with main offices on the
East Coast, Mid-Atlantic, Southeast and West Coast regions of the country. Suffolk provides
preconstruction, construction management, design/build and general contracting services and has a
strong reputation for delivering challenging building construction projects in the assisted living,
commercial, education, entertainment, government, healthcare, hospitality, residential and retail
sectors. 

Suffolk employees are experienced construction professionals and are committed to client service
and relationship building. They are influencers in the construction industry and in their local
communities, and consistently lead by example while striving to exceed expectations with clients,
partners and the people and businesses in the surrounding neighborhoods. 

For more information about Suffolk, please visit the company's Web site at



www.suffolkconstruction.com
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